
silwy Magnetic Hooks and Magnetic Pins

Simply attractive and very smart. No more drilling, gluing or screwing. With the multi-flexible silwy Magnetic Pins and Magnetic Hooks, there are completely new 

possibilities to hang up posters, presentations, drawings, cards, notes, towels, kitchen aids and much more and to place them in different positions as often as you like.

THE clever solution

The silwy system works without residues, holes or other annoying surface damages. All these annoyances belong to the past. The Metal-Nano-Gel-Pads (included in the

scope of delivery) adhere to almost all surfaces, can be removed without any residue, are washable and therefore reusable. silwy Pads never lose their adhesive power.

Convince yourself of this simply attractive invention - Made in Germany.  

· Pads can be removed without leaving any residue

· Stick to almost any surface

· Water cleaning

· Never lose their adhesive strength

· Flexible and mobile use

· No gluing and no residues

Never again annoying holes in the wall

Thanks to the specially developed, washable and therefore reusable Metal-Nano-

Gel-Pads, to which the new Pins and Hooks are attached, you can now flexibly fix 

objects to almost any surface. Another big advantage of our new products is the 

easy and fast installation.

Nie wieder Kleberückstände

The perfectly integrated magnets in the silwy Hooks / Pins adhere to the metallic

silwy Nano-Gel-Pads in exactly the right balance of power. The Hooks / Pins are

fixed as if by magic without drilling, permanent gluing or screwing.

Simply and very smart

The round Gel-Pad can be attached to almost any surface. Simply peel off the

protective foil, "stick it", attach the Hook and the solution is ready. Thanks to a

special gel adhesive coating, silwy pads can be removed, washed off and reused as

often as required without leaving any residue.

Check out an excellent selection of rv kitchen products we offer on our website.

https://www.camperid.com/silwy/
https://www.camperid.com/kitchen.html

